The Assembly met in the Assembly Chamber located in the State Capitol.

Speaker Pro Tempore Kramer in the chair.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent for a quorum call. Granted.

A quorum was present.

Speaker Fitzgerald in the chair.

The prayer was offered by Assemblies of God Pastor Mark Cox of Central Church in Green Bay.

Representative Turner led the membership in reciting the pledge of allegiance to the flag of the United States of America.

The roll was taken.

The result follows:


Absent with leave − Representatives Grigsby, Milroy and Steinbrink − 3.

Vacancies − None.

LEAVES OF ABSENCE

Representative Clark asked unanimous consent for a leave of absence for today’s session for Representatives Grigsby, Milroy and Steinbrink. Granted.

AMENDMENTS OFFERED

Assembly amendment 1 to Assembly substitute amendment 1 to Assembly Bill 110 offered by Representative Pope–Roberts.

Assembly amendment 3 to Assembly Bill 175 offered by Representative August.

Assembly substitute amendment 2 to Assembly Bill 318 offered by Representative Stroebel.

Assembly substitute amendment 3 to Assembly Bill 318 offered by Representative Ziegelbauer.

Assembly amendment 2 to Assembly Bill 487 offered by committee on Public Health and Public Safety.

Assembly amendment 2 to Assembly Bill 502 offered by Representative Danou.

Assembly amendment 3 to Assembly Bill 502 offered by Representative Danou.

Assembly amendment 4 to Assembly Bill 502 offered by Representative Danou.

Assembly amendment 5 to Assembly Bill 502 offered by Representative Danou.

Assembly amendment 6 to Assembly Bill 502 offered by Representative Danou.

Assembly amendment 7 to Assembly Bill 502 offered by Representative Danou.

Assembly amendment 8 to Assembly Bill 502 offered by Representative Danou.

Assembly amendment 6 to Assembly Bill 547 offered by Representatives Van Roy and Rivard.

Assembly amendment 7 to Assembly Bill 547 offered by Representatives Van Roy and Rivard.
Assembly amendment 8 to Assembly Bill 547 offered by Representative Rivard.

Assembly amendment 9 to Assembly Bill 547 offered by Representatives Rivard and Ballweg.

Assembly amendment 1 to Assembly Bill 586 offered by Representative Rivard.

Assembly substitute amendment 2 to Senate Bill 18 offered by Representative Spanbauer.

Assembly amendment 1 to Senate Bill 321 offered by Representative Strachota.

ADMINISTRATIVE RULES

Assembly Clearinghouse Rule 08–086
Relating to training and proficiency in the use of automated external defibrillators for certification as a massage therapist or bodyworker.
Submitted by Department of Regulation and Licensing.
Report received from Agency, February 8, 2012.
To committee on Health.
Referred on February 21, 2012.

Assembly Clearinghouse Rule 11–039
Relating to water conservation and construction by water utilities and municipal combined water and sewer utilities.
Submitted by Public Service Commission.
To committee on Energy and Utilities.
Referred on February 21, 2012.

INTRODUCTION AND REFERENCE OF PROPOSALS

Read first time and referred:

Assembly Joint Resolution 112
Relating to: honoring the Port of Milwaukee as Grantee for Foreign−Trade Zone No. 41 and supporting the inclusion of nine additional Wisconsin counties in the zone.
By Representatives Loudenbeck, Brooks, Endsley, Fields, Kerkman, Pridemore, Spanbauer, Strachota and Thiesfeldt; cosponsored by Senator Taylor.
To committee on Rules.

Assembly Joint Resolution 113
Relating to: the life and public service of Frank L. Nikolay.
By Representatives Kessler, Suder, Seidel and Vruwink; cosponsored by Senator Lassa.
To committee on Rules.

Assembly Bill 600
Relating to: default judgments in certain civil claims, counterclaims, and cross claims.
By Representatives T. Larson, Spanbauer, Endsley and Craig; cosponsored by Senator Zipperer.
To committee on Judiciary and Ethics.

Assembly Bill 601
Relating to: the angel investment and early stage seed investment tax credit programs.
By Representatives Kuglitsch, Klenke and Tauchen; cosponsored by Senators Leibham and Darling.
To committee on Jobs, Economy and Small Business.

Assembly Bill 602
Relating to: designation, modification, and termination of agricultural enterprise areas.
By Representatives Nerison, Clark, Vruwink, A. Ott, Tranel and Spanbauer; cosponsored by Senators Schultz and Holperin.
To committee on Agriculture.

Assembly Bill 603
Relating to: the collection of delinquent child support and granting rule−making authority.
By Representatives Krug, Ziegelbauer, Spanbauer, Petersen, Doyle and Endsley.
To committee on Children and Families.

Assembly Bill 604
Relating to: surplus lines insurance, insurance security fund, automobile insurance, and granting rule−making authority.
By Representative Petersen; cosponsored by Senator Lasee.
To committee on Insurance.

MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE

From: Jeffrey Renk, Assistant Senate Chief Clerk.

Mr. Speaker:

I am directed to inform you that the Senate has

Passed and asks concurrence in:

- Senate Joint Resolution 62
- Senate Joint Resolution 64
- Senate Bill 314
- Senate Bill 350
- Senate Bill 354
- Senate Bill 383
- Senate Bill 397
- Senate Bill 398
- Senate Bill 410
- Senate Bill 422
- Senate Bill 423
- Senate Bill 428
- Senate Bill 442

Concurred in:

- Assembly Joint Resolution 104
- Assembly Joint Resolution 110
Assembly Bill 55
Assembly Bill 152
Assembly Bill 181
Assembly Bill 377
Assembly Bill 383
Assembly Bill 450

**ACTION ON THE SENATE MESSAGE**

**Senate Joint Resolution 62**
Relating to: Turner syndrome awareness month.
By Senators Lazich and Taylor; cosponsored by Representative Kuglitsch.
To committee on Rules.

**Senate Joint Resolution 64**
Relating to: proclaiming March to be Hunger Takes No Holiday Month.
By Senator Jauch; cosponsored by Representative Milroy.
To committee on Rules.

**Senate Bill 271**
Relating to: return of absentee ballots and voting in person by electors who have voted by absentee ballot in the same election.
By Senators Lazich, Vukmir and Grothman; cosponsored by Representatives Pridemore and Kestell.
To committee on Rules.

**Senate Bill 314**
Relating to: collection of money owed for failure to pay for gasoline or diesel fuel and obtaining information with personal identifiers from the Department of Transportation.
By Senators Olsen, Galloway and Holperin; cosponsored by Representatives Ballweg, Bernier, Brooks, Jacque, Kestell, Marklein, Ripp, Spanbauer, Van Roy and Wynn.
To committee on Rules.

**Senate Bill 350**
Relating to: increased penalty for repeated domestic abuse offenses and providing a penalty.
By Senators Olsen, S. Coggs, Erpenbach, Lassa, Schultz, Shilling and Wanggaard; cosponsored by Representatives A. Ott, Ballweg, Bies, Billings, Brooks, Doyle, Endsley, Jacque, Marklein, Petrowski, Petryk, Ringhand, Ripp, Sinicki, Spanbauer, Staskunas, Steineke and Wynn.
To committee on Rules.

**Senate Bill 354**
Relating to: registration and operation of all-terrain vehicles and utility terrain vehicles, granting rule-making authority, and making appropriations.
To committee on Rules.

**Senate Bill 380**
Relating to: removing cap on enrollment of Family Care and other long-term care programs.
To committee on Aging and Long-Term Care.

**Senate Bill 383**
Relating to: licensing anesthesiologist assistants and creating the Council on Anesthesiologist Assistants and granting rule-making authority.
By Senators Darling, Shilling, Kedzie and Taylor; cosponsored by Representatives Severson, Van Roy, Vos, Spanbauer, Billings, Pasch and Zepnick.
To committee on Rules.

**Senate Bill 397**
Relating to: photographs on operator’s licenses.
By Senators Lazich and Taylor; cosponsored by Representatives Petrowski, Endsley, Brooks, Krug and Marklein.
To committee on Rules.

**Senate Bill 398**
Relating to: submitting written objections and appearing in person or by telephone at a hearing to review administrative suspension of motor vehicle operating privileges.
By Senators Lazich and Taylor; cosponsored by Representatives Petrowski, Endsley, Brooks, Krug, Marklein, A. Ott and Spanbauer.
To committee on Rules.

**Senate Bill 410**
Relating to: seasonal weight limitations for certain vehicles transporting manure.
By Senators Galloway, Moulton, Harsdorf and Holperin; cosponsored by Representatives Petrowski, Suder, Williams, Vruwink, Krug, A. Ott, Tranel, Tauchen, Spanbauer, Marklein, Danou and Bernier.
To committee on Rules.

**Senate Bill 422**
Relating to: the length of vehicles that may be operated on a highway and granting rule-making authority.
By Senators Lazich and Lasee; cosponsored by Representatives Petrowski and Bies, by request of The Department of Transportation.
To committee on Rules.

**Senate Bill 423**
Relating to: disqualification of commercial motor vehicle operators.
By Senator Lazich; cosponsored by Representatives Petrowski, Bies, A. Ott and Spanbauer, by request of The Department of Transportation.
To committee on Rules.
Senate Bill 428
Relating to: commissioners of the Public Service Commission; notices, orders, and determinations of the commission; certificates of authority issued by the commission; approval of contracts by the commission; electricity sales from certain wholesale merchant plants; public utility removal of certain electric service lines; renewable resource credits; tampering or interfering with utility equipment; granting rule–making authority; and providing penalties.


To committee on Rules.

Senate Bill 442
Relating to: an addition to the 2011−13 Authorized State Building Program.

By Senator Wanggaard; cosponsored by Representative Vos.

To committee on Rules.

REFERENCE BUREAU CORRECTIONS

Assembly Bill 463
1. Page 42, line 1: delete “(14)” and substitute “(13m)”.
2. Page 42, line 3: delete “(14)” and substitute “(13m)”.

Assembly Bill 495
1. Page 4, line 13: delete “out” and substitute “outside”.

SPECIAL GUEST

Representative Ripp introduced Hometown Hero recipient Linda Hughes from Cambria. Mrs. Hughes addressed the members from the rostrum.

SPECIAL GUEST

Representative Bewley introduced Hometown Hero recipient Lew Martin from Superior. Mr. Martin addressed the members from the rostrum.

SPECIAL GUEST

Speaker Fitzgerald introduced Fred Trumm and Haley Hensen of the Employer Support of the Guard and Reservists, Representative Steve Kestell and Lieutenant Sara Mikolajczak of the Wisconsin National Guard. Mr. Trumm addressed the members from the rostrum and awarded Representative Kestell with the Patriot Award for his support of his staff member, Lieutenant Sara Mikolajczak.

CALENDAR OF TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 21

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Assembly Joint Resolution 110 be withdrawn from today’s calendar and taken up at this time. Granted.

Assembly Joint Resolution 110
Relating to: congratulating Cooperative Extension on its centennial.

Representative Ballweg asked unanimous consent that all members of the Assembly be made coauthors of Assembly Joint Resolution 110. Granted.

SPECIAL GUEST

Representative Ballweg introduced Cooperative Extension Chancellor Ray Cross and Cooperative Extension Dean Rick Klemme. Mr. Cross and Mr. Klemme addressed the members from the rostrum.

The question was: Shall Assembly Joint Resolution 110 be adopted?

Motion carried.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Assembly Joint Resolution 110 be immediately messaged to the Senate. Granted.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Assembly Joint Resolution 91 be withdrawn from today’s calendar and taken up at this time. Granted.
Assembly Joint Resolution 91
Relating to: commending the University of Wisconsin–Whitewater football team for winning a fourth national championship.

SPECIAL GUEST
Representative Wynn introduced University of Wisconsin-Whitewater Chancellor Dr. Richard Telfer; Athletic Director Dr. Paul Plinske; Football Head Coach Lance Leipold; Director of Football Operations Luke Groth; and players Lee Brekke, Alex Misialek, Lucas Skibba, Robert Serdar and Steve McCollough. Mr. Leipold addressed the members from the rostrum.

The question was: Shall Assembly Joint Resolution 91 be adopted?
Motion carried.
Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Assembly Joint Resolution 91 be immediately messaged to the Senate. Granted.

Assembly Joint Resolution 108
Representative Bies asked unanimous consent that all members of the Assembly be made coauthors of Assembly Joint Resolution 108. Granted.

The question was: Shall Assembly Joint Resolution 108 be adopted?
Motion carried.
Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Assembly Joint Resolution 108 be immediately messaged to the Senate. Granted.

Senate Joint Resolution 17
Relating to: the life and public service of David Kachel.

The question was: Shall Senate Joint Resolution 17 be concurred in?
Motion carried.
Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Joint Resolution 17 be immediately messaged to the Senate. Granted.

Senate Joint Resolution 32
Relating to: commending Marianne and Sheldon Lubar and family on receiving the Woodrow Wilson Award for Corporate Citizenship presented by the Smithsonian Institution.

Representatives Kessler and C. Taylor asked unanimous consent to be added as cosponsors of Senate Joint Resolution 32. Granted.

The question was: Shall Senate Joint Resolution 32 be concurred in?
Motion carried.
Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Joint Resolution 32 be immediately messaged to the Senate. Granted.

Senate Joint Resolution 57
Relating to: stating the legislature’s support for farm work.

The question was: Shall Senate Joint Resolution 57 be concurred in?
Motion carried.
Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Joint Resolution 57 be immediately messaged to the Senate. Granted.

Assembly Joint Resolution 112
Relating to: honoring the Port of Milwaukee as Grantee for Foreign–Trade Zone No. 41 and supporting the inclusion of nine additional Wisconsin counties in the zone.

The question was: Shall Assembly Joint Resolution 112 be adopted?
Motion carried.
Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Assembly Joint Resolution 112 be withdrawn from the committee on Rules and taken up at this time. Granted.

Assembly Joint Resolution 113
Relating to: honoring the Port of Milwaukee as Grantee for Foreign–Trade Zone No. 41 and supporting the inclusion of nine additional Wisconsin counties in the zone.

The question was: Shall Assembly Joint Resolution 113 be withdrawn from the committee on Rules and taken up at this time. Granted.
Assembly Joint Resolution 113
Relating to: the life and public service of Frank L. Nikolay.

The question was: Shall Assembly Joint Resolution 113 be adopted?
Motion carried.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Assembly Joint Resolution 113 be immediately messaged to the Senate. Granted.

Representative Ballweg asked unanimous consent that the Assembly stand recessed. Granted.
The Assembly stood recessed.

12:30 P.M.

RECESS

The Assembly reconvened.

Speaker Pro Tempore Kramer in the chair.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent for a quorum call. Granted.

A quorum was present.

Representative Krug asked unanimous consent that his leave of absence be lifted. Granted.

Representative Meyer asked unanimous consent that his leave of absence be lifted. Granted.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Joint Resolution 62 be withdrawn from the committee on Rules and taken up at this time. Granted.

Senate Joint Resolution 62
Relating to: Turner syndrome awareness month.

The question was: Shall Senate Joint Resolution 62 be concurred in?
Motion carried.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Joint Resolution 62 be immediately messaged to the Senate. Granted.

SPECIAL ORDER OF BUSINESS AT 11:01 A.M.

Senate Bill 368
Relating to: permits for discharges into wetlands; wetland mitigation; wetland mapping and delineation; fees for permits and other authorizations or determinations by the Department of Natural Resources relating to structures, deposits, and other activities in or near navigable waters; making appropriations; and providing penalties.

Assembly amendment 1 to Senate Bill 368 offered by Representatives Hulsey, Richards, Turner, C. Taylor, Seidel and Clark.

Representative Suder moved that Assembly amendment 1 to Senate Bill 368 be laid on the table.

The question was: Shall Assembly amendment 1 to Senate Bill 368 be laid on the table?

The roll was taken.
The result follows:


Absent or not voting − Representatives Grigsby, Milroy and Steinbrink − 3.

Motion carried.

LEAVES OF ABSENCE

Representative Clark asked unanimous consent for a leave of absence for part of today’s session for Representative E. Coggs. Granted.

Assembly substitute amendment 1 to Senate Bill 368 offered by Representatives Barca, Clark, Pasch and Bernard Schaber.

Representative Suder moved that Assembly substitute amendment 1 to Senate Bill 368 be laid on the table.

The question was: Shall Assembly substitute amendment 1 to Senate Bill 368 be laid on the table?

The roll was taken.
The result follows:
Ayes − Representatives August, Ballweg, Bernier, Bies, Brooks, Craig, Endsley, Farrow, Honadel, Jacque, Kapenga, Kaufert, Kerkman, Kestell, Kleefisch, Klenke, Knilans, Knodl, Knudson, Kooyenga, Kramer, Krug, Kuglitsch, T.
The question was: Shall Assembly amendment 3 to Senate Bill 368 be laid on the table?

The roll was taken.

The result follows:


Absent or not voting – Representatives Danou, Barca, Molepske Jr, Bernard Schaber, Milroy and Steinbrink – 4.

Motion carried.

Assembly amendment 2 to Senate Bill 368 offered by Representatives Danou, Barca, Molespske Jr, Bernard Schaber and Clark.

Representative Suder moved that Assembly amendment 2 to Senate Bill 368 be laid on the table.

The question was: Shall Assembly amendment 2 to Senate Bill 368 be laid on the table?

The roll was taken.

The result follows:


Absent or not voting – Representatives E. Coggs, Grigsby, Milroy and Steinbrink – 4.

Motion carried.

The question was: Shall Senate Bill 368 be ordered to a third reading?

Motion carried.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 368 be given a third reading. Granted.

The question was: Senate Bill 368 having been read three times, shall the bill be concurred in?

Motion carried.

Representative Vruwink asked unanimous consent to be recorded as voting “Aye” on the previous question. Granted.


Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 368 be immediately messaged to the Senate. Granted.

Special Order of Business at 11:01 a.m.

Assembly Bill 463

Relating to: permits for discharges into wetlands; wetland mitigation; wetland mapping and delineation; fees for permits
and other authorizations or determinations by the Department of Natural Resources relating to structures, deposits, and other activities in or near navigable waters; making appropriations; and providing penalties.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that Assembly Bill 463 be laid on the table.

Representative Molepske Jr. objected.

______________________________

Representative Clark asked unanimous consent that the Assembly stand recessed. Granted.

The Assembly stood recessed.

5:57 P.M.

R E C E S S

6:52 P.M.

The Assembly reconvened.

Speaker Pro Tempore Kramer in the chair.

Assembly Bill 463
Relating to: permits for discharges into wetlands; wetland mitigation; wetland mapping and delineation; fees for permits and other authorizations or determinations by the Department of Natural Resources relating to structures, deposits, and other activities in or near navigable waters; making appropriations; and providing penalties.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that Assembly Bill 463 be laid on the table. Granted.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 350 be withdrawn from the committee on Rules and taken up at this time. Granted.

Senate Bill 350
Relating to: increased penalty for repeated domestic abuse offenses and providing a penalty.

The question was: Shall Senate Bill 350 be ordered to a third reading? Motion carried.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 350 be given a third reading. Granted.

The question was: Senate Bill 350 having been read three times, shall the bill be concurred in? The roll was taken. The result follows:


Noes − Representative Kessler − 1.

Absent or not voting − Representatives E. Coggs, Grigsby, Milroy and Steinbrink − 4.

Motion carried.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 350 be immediately messaged to the Senate. Granted.

Calendar of Thursday, February 16

Assembly Bill 384
Relating to: weapons that may be used to hunt certain animals and requirements for establishing open hunting seasons for those animals.

The question was: Shall Assembly amendment 1 to Assembly Bill 384 be adopted? Motion carried.

The question was: Shall Assembly amendment 2 to Assembly Bill 384 be adopted? Motion carried.

Representative Suder moved that Assembly amendment 3 to Assembly Bill 384 be laid on the table.

The question was: Shall Assembly amendment 3 to Assembly Bill 384 be laid on the table? The roll was taken. The result follows:


Noes − Representatives Barca, Berceau, Bernard Schaber, Bewley, Billings, Clark, D. Cullen, Danou, Doyle, Fields,

Absent or not voting – Representatives E. Coggs, Grigsby, Milroy and Steinbrink – 4.

Motion carried.

The question was: Shall Assembly Bill 384 be ordered engrossed and read a third time?

Motion carried.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Assembly Bill 384 be given a third reading. Granted.

The question was: Assembly Bill 384 having been read three times, shall the bill be passed?

The roll was taken.

The result follows:


Noes – None.

Absent or not voting – Representatives E. Coggs, Grigsby, Milroy and Steinbrink – 4.

Motion carried.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Assembly Bill 384 be immediately messaged to the Senate. Granted.

Assembly Bill 224

Relating to: authorizing school boards and libraries to transfer a gift or grant to certain charitable organizations.

The question was: Shall Senate amendment 2 to Assembly Bill 224 be concurred in?

The roll was taken.

The result follows:


Absent or not voting – Representatives E. Coggs, Grigsby, Milroy and Steinbrink – 4.

Motion carried.

Representative Toles asked unanimous consent to be recorded as voting “Aye” on the previous question. Granted.
Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that the Assembly’s action on Assembly Bill 224 be immediately messaged to the Senate. Granted.

Assembly Bill 467

Relating to: consideration of certain greenhouse gas emissions in determining requirements applicable to a stationary source of air pollution.

The question was: Shall Senate amendment 1 to Assembly Bill 467 be concurred in?

The roll was taken.

The result follows:


Absent or not voting − Representatives E. Coggs, D. Cullen, Grigsby, Milroy and Steinbrink − 5.

Motion carried.

Assembly amendment 2 to Assembly Joint Resolution 100 offered by Representatives Bewley, Danou, Zamarripa, Jorgensen, Turner, Mason, Pope−Roberts, Hebl, Doyle, Ringhand and Billings.

Representative Suder moved that Assembly amendment 2 to Assembly Joint Resolution 100 be laid on the table.

The question was: Shall Assembly amendment 2 to Assembly Joint Resolution 100 be laid on the table?

The roll was taken.

The result follows:


Absent or not voting − Representatives E. Coggs, D. Cullen, Grigsby, Milroy and Steinbrink − 5.

Motion carried.

Assembly amendment 3 to Assembly Joint Resolution 100 offered by Representatives Mason and Richards.

Representative Suder moved that Assembly amendment 3 to Assembly Joint Resolution 100 be laid on the table.

The question was: Shall Assembly amendment 3 to Assembly Joint Resolution 100 be laid on the table?

The roll was taken.

The result follows:


Absent or not voting − Representatives E. Coggs, D. Cullen, Grigsby, Milroy and Steinbrink − 5.

Motion carried.

Assembly amendment 3 to Assembly Joint Resolution 100 offered by Representatives Mason and Richards.

Representative Suder moved that Assembly amendment 3 to Assembly Joint Resolution 100 be laid on the table.

The question was: Shall Assembly amendment 3 to Assembly Joint Resolution 100 be laid on the table?

The roll was taken.

The result follows:


Absent or not voting − Representatives E. Coggs, D. Cullen, Grigsby, Milroy and Steinbrink − 5.

Motion carried.

Assembly amendment 3 to Assembly Joint Resolution 100 offered by Representatives Mason and Richards.

LEAVES OF ABSENCE

Representative Clark asked unanimous consent for a leave of absence for part of today’s session for Representative D. Cullen. Granted.

Absent or not voting – Representatives E. Coggs, D. Cullen, Grigsby, Milroy and Steinbrink – 5.

Motion carried.

The question was: Shall Assembly Joint Resolution 100 be ordered engrossed and read a third time?

Motion carried.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Assembly Joint Resolution 100 be given a third reading. Granted.

The question was: Assembly Joint Resolution 100 having been read three times, shall the joint resolution be adopted?

The roll was taken.

The result follows:


Absent or not voting – Representatives Richards, Mason, Turner, Kessler, Danou, Hulsey, Bewley, Zepnick, Zamarripa, Toles and D. Cullen.

The roll was taken.

The result follows:

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 383 be given a third reading. Granted.

The question was: Senate Bill 383 having been read three times, shall the bill be concurred in?

The roll was taken.

The result follows:


Absent or not voting – Representatives E. Coggs, D. Cullen, Grigsby, Milroy and Steinbrink – 5.

Motion carried.

Representative Bies asked unanimous consent to be recorded as voting “Aye” on the previous question. Granted.

Representative August asked unanimous consent to be recorded as voting “No” on the previous question. Granted.

Representative Kooyenga asked unanimous consent to be recorded as voting “No” on the previous question. Granted.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 383 be immediately messaged to the Senate. Granted.

Assembly Bill 56

Relating to: retail theft, proof of ownership for flea market sales, and providing penalties.

The question was: Shall Assembly amendment 1 to Assembly Bill 56 be adopted?

Motion carried.

Assembly amendment 2 to Assembly Bill 56 offered by Representatives Richards, Mason, Turner, Kessler, Danou, Hulsey, Bewley, Zepnick, Zamarripa, Toles and D. Cullen.

Representative Suder moved that Assembly amendment 2 to Assembly Bill 56 be laid on the table.

The question was: Shall Assembly amendment 2 to Assembly Bill 56 be laid on the table?

The roll was taken.

The result follows:


The question was: Shall Assembly amendment 1 to Assembly Bill 118 be adopted?

Motion carried.

The question was: Shall Assembly amendment 1 to Assembly Bill 118 be ordered engrossed and a third time?

Motion carried.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Assembly Bill 118 be ordered engrossed and a second reading. Granted.

The question was: Shall Assembly Bill 118 having been read three times, shall the bill be passed?

The roll was taken.

The result follows:


Absent or not voting – Representatives E. Coggs, D. Cullen, Grigsby, Milroy and Steinbrink – 5.

Motion carried.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent to be recorded as voting “Aye” on the previous question. Granted.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Assembly Bill 118 be immediately messaged to the Senate. Granted.

Assembly Bill 209

Relating to: mandatory minimum sentences for certain child sex offenses.

The question was: Shall Assembly amendment 1 to Assembly Bill 209 be adopted?

Motion carried.

The question was: Shall Assembly Bill 209 be ordered engrossed and read a third time?

Motion carried.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Assembly Bill 209 be given a third reading. Granted.
The question was: Assembly Bill 209 having been read three times, shall the bill be passed?

The roll was taken.

The result follows:


Absent or not voting – Representatives E. Coggs, D. Cullen, Grigsby, Milroy and Steinbrink – 5.

Motion carried.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Assembly Bill 209 be immediately messaged to the Senate. Granted.

Assembly Bill 216
Relating to: maintenance and removal of vegetation obstructing the view of outdoor advertising signs along highways under the jurisdiction of the Department of Transportation.

The question was: Shall Assembly amendment 1 to Assembly substitute amendment 1 to Assembly Bill 216 be adopted?

Motion carried.

The question was: Shall Assembly substitute amendment 1 to Assembly Bill 216 be adopted?

Motion carried.

The question was: Shall Assembly Bill 216 be ordered engrossed and read a third time?

Motion carried.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Assembly Bill 216 be given a third reading. Granted.

The question was: Assembly Bill 216 having been read three times, shall the bill be passed?

The roll was taken.

The result follows:


Absent or not voting – Representatives E. Coggs, D. Cullen, Grigsby, Milroy and Steinbrink – 5.

Motion carried.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 185 be withdrawn from today’s calendar and taken up at this time. Granted.

Senate Bill 185
Relating to: regulating text messages as telephone solicitations for purposes of the no call list.

The question was: Shall Senate Bill 185 be ordered to a third reading?

Motion carried.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 185 be given a third reading. Granted.

The question was: Senate Bill 185 having been read three times, shall the bill be concurred in?

The roll was taken.

The result follows:

Zamarripa, Zepnick, Ziegelbauer and Speaker Fitzgerald – 94.

Noes – None.

Absent or not voting – Representatives E. Coggs, D. Cullen, Grigsby, Milroy and Steinbrink – 5.

Motion carried.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 185 be immediately messaged to the Senate. Granted.

Assembly Bill 250

Relating to: regulating text messages as telephone solicitations for purposes of the no call list.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that Assembly Bill 250 be laid on the table. Granted.

Assembly Bill 291

Relating to: restrictions on the operation of motor vehicles by persons holding instruction permits or probationary licenses and providing a penalty.

Representatives Pasch, Barca, Turner, Sinicki, Bies, Clark, A. Ott and T. Larson asked unanimous consent to be made coauthors of Assembly Bill 291. Granted.

The question was: Shall Assembly substitute amendment 1 to Assembly Bill 291 be adopted?

Motion carried.

The question was: Shall Assembly Bill 291 be ordered engrossed and read a third time?

Motion carried.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Assembly Bill 291 be given a third reading. Granted.

The question was: Assembly Bill 291 having been read three times, shall the bill be passed?

The roll was taken.

The result follows:


Zamarripa, Zepnick, Ziegelbauer and Speaker Fitzgerald – 94.

Noes – None.

Absent or not voting – Representatives E. Coggs, D. Cullen, Grigsby, Milroy and Steinbrink – 5.

Motion carried.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 291 be messaged to the Senate. Granted.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 260 be withdrawn from today’s calendar and taken up at this time. Granted.

Senate Bill 260

Relating to: allowing members of a dairy cooperative to claim the dairy manufacturing facility investment credit in the next taxable year.

The question was: Shall Senate Bill 260 be ordered to a third reading?

Motion carried.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 260 be given a third reading. Granted.

The question was: Senate Bill 260 having been read three times, shall the bill be concurred in?

The roll was taken.

The result follows:


Noes – None.

Absent or not voting – Representatives E. Coggs, D. Cullen, Grigsby, Milroy and Steinbrink – 5.

Motion carried.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 260 be immediately messaged to the Senate. Granted.
Assembly Bill 357
Relating to: allowing members of a dairy cooperative to claim the dairy manufacturing facility investment credit in the next taxable year.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that Assembly Bill 357 be laid on the table. Granted.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 322 be withdrawn from today’s calendar and taken up at this time. Granted.

Senate Bill 322
Relating to: overweight permits for vehicles transporting raw forest products.

The question was: Shall Senate Bill 322 be ordered to a third reading?

Motion carried.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 322 be given a third reading. Granted.

The question was: Senate Bill 322 having been read three times, shall the bill be concurred in?

The roll was taken.

The result follows:


Noes – None.

Absent or not voting – Representatives E. Coggs, D. Cullen, Grigsby, Milroy and Steinbrink – 5.

Motion carried.

Representative Knodl asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Assembly Bill 395 be immediately messaged to the Senate. Granted.

Assembly Bill 395
Relating to: acquisition of land in the Niagara Escarpment corridor.

Representative Bies asked unanimous consent to be made a coauthor of Assembly Bill 395. Granted.

The question was: Shall Assembly Bill 395 be ordered engrossed and read a third time?

Motion carried.

Representative Knodl asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Assembly Bill 395 be given a third reading. Granted.

The question was: Assembly Bill 395 having been read three times, shall the bill be passed?

The roll was taken.

The result follows:


Noes – None.

Absent or not voting – Representatives E. Coggs, D. Cullen, Grigsby, Milroy and Steinbrink – 5.

Motion carried.

Representative Knodl asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Assembly Bill 397 be immediately messaged to the Senate. Granted.

Assembly Bill 397
Relating to: failing to report the death of a child or to report a missing child, moving the corpse of a child, hiding a corpse to collect public benefits, and providing penalties.

The question was: Shall Assembly amendment 1 to Assembly Bill 397 be adopted?

Motion carried.

The question was: Shall Assembly Bill 397 be ordered engrossed and read a third time?

Motion carried.

Representative Knodl asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Assembly Bill 397 be given a third reading. Granted.
The question was: Assembly Bill 397 having been read three times, shall the bill be passed?

The roll was taken.

The result follows:


Absent or not voting – Representatives E. Coggs, D. Cullen, Grigsby, Milroy and Steinbrink – 5.

Motion carried.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 314 be immediately messaged to the Senate. Granted.

Assembly Bill 416

Relating to: collection of money owed for failure to pay for gasoline or diesel fuel and obtaining information with personal identifiers from the Department of Transportation.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that Assembly Bill 416 be laid on the table. Granted.

Assembly Bill 419

Relating to: interest due on property determined to be abandoned and due to be paid or delivered to the state treasurer.

The question was: Shall Assembly amendment 1 to Assembly Bill 419 be adopted?

Motion carried.

The question was: Shall Assembly Bill 419 be ordered engrossed and read a third time?

Motion carried.

Representative Knodl asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Assembly Bill 419 be given a third reading. Granted.

The question was: Assembly Bill 419 having been read three times, shall the bill be passed?

The roll was taken.

The result follows:


Motion carried.
Representative Knodl asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that **Assembly Bill 419** be immediately messaged to the Senate. Granted.

**Assembly Bill 427**
Relating to: the purposes, authority, and responsibilities of the Educational Approval Board and the regulation of schools by that board.

The question was: Shall **Assembly Bill 427** be ordered engrossed and read a third time?

Motion carried.

Representative Knodl asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that **Assembly Bill 427** be given a third reading. Granted.

The question was: **Assembly Bill 427** having been read three times, shall the bill be passed?

The roll was taken.

The result follows:


Noes – None.

Absent or not voting – Representatives E. Coggs, D. Cullen, Grigsby, Milroy and Steinbrink – 5.

Motion carried.

Representative Knodl asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that **Assembly Bill 427** be immediately messaged to the Senate. Granted.

Representative Knodl asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that **Senate Bill 339** be withdrawn from today’s calendar and taken up at this time. Granted.

**Senate Bill 339**
Relating to: noncompetitive appointment of certain disabled veterans to classified positions in the state civil service system.

The question was: Shall **Senate Bill 339** be ordered to a third reading?

Motion carried.

Representative Knodl asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that **Senate Bill 339** be given a third reading. Granted.

The question was: **Senate Bill 339** having been read three times, shall the bill be concurred in?

The roll was taken.

The result follows:


Noes – None.

Absent or not voting – Representatives E. Coggs, D. Cullen, Grigsby, Milroy and Steinbrink – 5.

Motion carried.

Representative Knodl asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that **Assembly Bill 428** be immediately messaged to the Senate. Granted.

**Assembly Bill 428**
Relating to: noncompetitive appointment of certain disabled veterans to classified positions in the state civil service system.

Representative Knodl asked unanimous consent that **Assembly Bill 428** be laid on the table. Granted.

Representative Knodl asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that **Senate Bill 338** be withdrawn from today’s calendar and taken up at this time. Granted.

**Senate Bill 338**
Relating to: waiving fees for certain professional and occupational licenses issued to veterans.
Representatives Young and Bernier asked unanimous consent to be added as cosponsors of Senate Bill 338. Granted.

Assembly amendment 1 to Senate Bill 338 offered by Representatives Wynn and Kooyenga.

The question was: Shall Assembly amendment 1 to Senate Bill 338 be adopted?

Motion carried.

Assembly amendment 2 to Senate Bill 338 offered by Representative Wynn.

The question was: Shall Assembly amendment 2 to Senate Bill 338 be adopted?

Motion carried.

Assembly amendment 3 to Senate Bill 338 offered by Representatives Turner, Sinicki and Mason.

-----

POINT OF ORDER

Representative Wynn rose to the point of order that Assembly amendment 3 to Senate Bill 338 was not germane under Assembly Rule 54 (f).

Representative Wynn withdrew his point of order that Assembly amendment 3 to Senate Bill 338 was not germane under Assembly Rule 54 (f).

Representative Knodl moved that Assembly amendment 3 to Senate Bill 338 be laid on the table.

The question was: Shall Assembly amendment 3 to Senate Bill 338 be laid on the table?

The roll was taken.

The result follows:


Noes – Representative Kapenga – 1.

Absent or not voting – Representatives E. Coggs, D. Cullen, Grigsby, Milroy and Steinbrink – 5.

Motion carried.

Representative Knodl asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 338 be immediately messaged to the Senate. Granted.

The question was: Shall Senate Bill 338 be ordered to a third reading?

Motion carried.

Representative Knodl asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 338 be given a third reading. Granted.

The question was: Senate Bill 338 having been read three times, shall the bill be concurred in as amended?

The roll was taken.

The result follows:


Noes – Representative Kapenga – 1.

Absent or not voting – Representatives E. Coggs, D. Cullen, Grigsby, Milroy and Steinbrink – 5.

Motion carried.

Representative Knodl asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 338 be given a third reading. Granted.

The question was: Shall Assembly amendment 5 to Assembly Bill 429 be adopted?

Motion carried.

Assembly amendment 5 to Assembly Bill 429 offered by Representatives Turner, Sinicki and Mason.

Representative Knodl asked unanimous consent that Assembly Bill 429 be laid on the table. Granted.

Representative Knodl asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 357 be withdrawn from today’s calendar and taken up at this time. Granted.

Senate Bill 357

Relating to: applying a service member’s military education, training, or other experience for purposes of satisfying certain requirements for a professional credential.

The question was: Shall Senate Bill 357 be ordered to a third reading?

Motion carried.
Representative Knodl asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 357 be given a third reading. Granted.

The question was: Senate Bill 357 having been read three times, shall the bill be concurred in?

The roll was taken.

The result follows:


Noes – None.

Absent or not voting – Representatives E. Coggs, D. Cullen, Grigsby, Milroy and Steinbrink – 5.

Motion carried.

Representative Knodl asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 357 be immediately messaged to the Senate. Granted.

Assembly Bill 438
Relating to: applying a service member’s military education, training, or other experience for purposes of satisfying certain requirements for a professional credential.

Representative Knodl asked unanimous consent that Assembly Bill 438 be laid on the table. Granted.

Assembly Bill 449
Relating to: increased penalty for repeated domestic abuse offenses and providing a penalty.

Representative Knodl asked unanimous consent that Assembly Bill 449 be laid on the table. Granted.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 354 be withdrawn from the committee on Rules and taken up at this time. Granted.

Senate Bill 354
Relating to: registration and operation of all–terrain vehicles and utility terrain vehicles, granting rule–making authority, and making appropriations.

Representative Mursau asked unanimous consent to be added as a cosponsor of Senate Bill 354. Granted.

Assembly amendment 1 to Senate Bill 354 offered by Representatives Mason and Richards.

Representative Suder moved that Assembly amendment 1 to Senate Bill 354 be laid on the table.

The question was: Shall Assembly amendment 1 to Senate Bill 354 be laid on the table?

The roll was taken.

The result follows:


Absent or not voting – Representatives E. Coggs, D. Cullen, Grigsby, Milroy and Steinbrink – 5.

Motion carried.

The question was: Shall Senate Bill 354 be ordered to a third reading?

Motion carried.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 354 be given a third reading. Granted.

The question was: Senate Bill 354 having been read three times, shall the bill be concurred in?

The roll was taken.

The result follows:

Turner, Van Roy, Vos, Vruwink, Weininger, Williams, Wynn, Young, Zamarripa, Zepnick, Ziegelbauer and Speaker Fitzgerald – 90.

Noes − Representatives Berceau, Craig, Radcliffe and C. Taylor − 4.

Absent or not voting − Representatives E. Coggs, D. Cullen, Grigsby, Milroy and Steinbrink – 5.

Motion carried.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 354 be immediately messaged to the Senate. Granted.

Assembly Bill 453
Relating to: registration and operation of all-terrain vehicles and utility terrain vehicles, granting rule-making authority, and making appropriations.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that Assembly Bill 453 be laid on the table. Granted.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 359 be withdrawn from today’s calendar and taken up at this time. Granted.

Senate Bill 359
Relating to: extending the expenditure period for a tax incremental district in the village of Denmark.

The question was: Shall Senate Bill 359 be ordered to a third reading?

Motion carried.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 359 be given a third reading. Granted.

The question was: Senate Bill 359 having been read three times, shall the bill be concurred in?

Motion carried.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 359 be immediately messaged to the Senate. Granted.

Assembly Bill 456
Relating to: extending the expenditure period for a tax incremental district in the village of Denmark.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that Assembly Bill 456 be laid on the table. Granted.

Assembly Bill 485
Relating to: personalized registration plates for vehicles registered by certain veterans with a disability that limits the ability to walk (suggested as remedial legislation by the Department of Transportation).

The question was: Shall Assembly Bill 485 be ordered engrossed and read a third time?

Motion carried.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Assembly Bill 485 be given a third reading. Granted.

The question was: Assembly Bill 485 having been read three times, shall the bill be passed?

Motion carried.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Assembly Bill 485 be immediately messaged to the Senate. Granted.

Assembly Bill 486
Relating to: the definitions of vehicle and motor vehicle (suggested as remedial legislation by the Department of Transportation).

The question was: Shall Assembly Bill 486 be ordered engrossed and read a third time?

Motion carried.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Assembly Bill 486 be given a third reading. Granted.

The question was: Assembly Bill 486 having been read three times, shall the bill be passed?

Motion carried.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 397 be withdrawn from the committee on Rules and taken up at this time. Granted.

Senate Bill 397
Relating to: photographs on operator’s licenses.

Assembly amendment 1 to Senate Bill 397 offered by Representatives Jorgensen, Sinicki, Turner, Doyle, Pasch, Barca, Clark, Molepse Jr, Bernard Schaber, Pope–Roberts, Hebl, Kessler, Mason, Fields, Danou, Richards and Pocan.

Representative Suder moved that Assembly amendment 1 to Senate Bill 397 be laid on the table.

The question was: Shall Assembly amendment 1 to Senate Bill 397 be laid on the table?

The roll was taken.

The result follows:

Weininger, Williams, Wynn, Ziegelbauer and Speaker Fitzgerald − 60.


Absent or not voting − Representatives E. Coggs, D. Cullen, Grigsby, Milroy and Steinbrink − 5.

Motion carried.

The question was: Shall Senate Bill 397 be ordered to a third reading?

Motion carried.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 397 be given a third reading. Granted.

The question was: Senate Bill 397 having been read three times, shall the bill be concurred in?

Motion carried.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 397 be immediately messaged to the Senate. Granted.

Assembly Bill 491
Relating to: submitting written objections and appearing in person or by telephone at a hearing to review administrative suspension of motor vehicle operating privileges.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that Assembly Bill 491 be laid on the table. Granted.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 370 be withdrawn from today’s calendar and taken up at this time. Granted.

Senate Bill 370
Relating to: regulating certain substitutes for ozone-depleting refrigerants.

Assembly substitute amendment 1 to Senate Bill 370 offered by Representative Vruwink.

Representative Suder moved that Assembly substitute amendment 1 to Senate Bill 370 be laid on the table.

The question was: Shall Assembly substitute amendment 1 to Senate Bill 370 be laid on the table?

The roll was taken.

The result follows:


Absent or not voting − Representatives E. Coggs, D. Cullen, Grigsby, Milroy and Steinbrink − 5.

Motion carried.

The question was: Shall Senate Bill 370 be ordered to a third reading?

Motion carried.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 370 be given a third reading. Granted.

The question was: Senate Bill 370 having been read three times, shall the bill be concurred in?
Motion carried.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 370 be immediately messaged to the Senate. Granted.

Assembly Bill 498
Relating to: regulating certain substitutes for ozone-depleting refrigerants.

Assembly substitute amendment 1 to Assembly Bill 498 offered by Representative Vruwink.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that Assembly Bill 498 be laid on the table. Granted.

Senate Bill 410
Relating to: seasonal weight limitations for certain vehicles transporting manure.

The question was: Shall Senate Bill 410 be ordered to a third reading?

Motion carried.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 410 be withdrawn from the committee on Rules and taken up at this time. Granted.

The question was: Senate Bill 410 having been read three times, shall the bill be concurred in?

Motion carried.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 410 be immediately messaged to the Senate. Granted.

Assembly Bill 501
Relating to: seasonal weight limitations for certain vehicles transporting manure.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that Assembly Bill 501 be laid on the table. Granted.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 423 be withdrawn from the committee on Rules and taken up at this time. Granted.

Senate Bill 423
Relating to: disqualification of commercial motor vehicle operators.

Assembly amendment 1 to Senate Bill 423 offered by Representative Molepske Jr.

Representative Suder moved that Assembly amendment 1 to Senate Bill 423 be laid on the table.

The question was: Shall Assembly amendment 1 to Senate Bill 423 be laid on the table?

Motion carried.

The roll was taken.

The result follows:


Absent or not voting − Representatives E. Coggs, D. Cullen, Grigsby, Milroy and Steinbrink – 5.

Motion carried.

The question was: Shall Senate Bill 423 be ordered to a third reading?

Motion carried.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 423 be given a third reading. Granted.

The question was: Senate Bill 423 having been read three times, shall the bill be concurred in?

The roll was taken.

The result follows:


Absent or not voting − Representatives E. Coggs, D. Cullen, Grigsby, Milroy and Steinbrink – 5.

Motion carried.
Assembly Bill 516
Relating to: disqualification of commercial motor vehicle operators.

Assembly amendment 2 to Assembly Bill 516 offered by Representative Moellepske Jr.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that Assembly Bill 516 be laid on the table. Granted.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 422 be withdrawn from the committee on Rules and taken up at this time. Granted.

Senate Bill 422
Relating to: the length of vehicles that may be operated on a highway and granting rule-making authority.

Assembly substitute amendment 1 to Senate Bill 422 offered by Representatives Barca, Jorgensen, Pasch and Mason.

Representative Suder moved that Assembly substitute amendment 1 to Senate Bill 422 be laid on the table.

The question was: Shall Assembly substitute amendment 1 to Senate Bill 422 be laid on the table?

The roll was taken.

The result follows:


Absent or not voting – Representatives E. Coggs, D. Cullen, Grigsby, Milroy and Steinbrink – 5.

Motion failed.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 428 be withdrawn from the committee on Rules and taken up at this time. Granted.

Senate Bill 428
Relating to: commissioners of the Public Service Commission; notices, orders, and determinations of the commission; certificates of authority issued by the commission; approval of contracts by the commission; electricity sales from certain wholesale merchant plants; public utility removal of certain electric service lines; renewable resource credits; tampering or interfering with utility equipment; granting rule–making authority; and providing penalties.

The question was: Shall Senate Bill 428 be ordered to a third reading?

Motion carried.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 428 be given a third reading. Granted.

The question was: Senate Bill 428 having been read three times, shall the bill be concurred in?

Motion carried.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 428 be immediately messaged to the Senate. Granted.

Assembly Bill 527
Relating to: commissioners of the Public Service Commission; notices, orders, and determinations of the commission; certificates of authority issued by the commission; approval of contracts by the commission;
electricity sales from certain wholesale merchant plants; public utility removal of certain electric service lines; renewable resource credits; tampering or interfering with utility equipment; granting rule-making authority; and providing penalties.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that Assembly Bill 527 be laid on the table. Granted.

Assembly Bill 529
Relating to: licensing of taxicabs by a 1st class city.

The question was: Shall Assembly amendment 1 to Assembly Bill 529 be adopted?

Motion carried.

The question was: Shall Assembly Bill 529 be ordered engrossed and read a third time?

Motion carried.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Assembly Bill 529 be given a third reading. Granted.

The question was: Assembly Bill 529 having been read three times, shall the bill be passed?

The roll was taken.

The result follows:


Absent or not voting – Representatives E. Coggs, D. Cullen, Grigsby, Milroy and Steinbrink – 5.

Motion carried.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Assembly Bill 529 be immediately messaged to the Senate. Granted.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 442 be withdrawn from the committee on Rules and taken up at this time. Granted.

Senate Bill 442
Relating to: an addition to the 2011–13 Authorized State Building Program.

The question was: Shall Senate Bill 422 be ordered to a third reading?

Motion carried.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 442 be given a third reading. Granted.

The question was: Senate Bill 442 having been read three times, shall the bill be concurred in?

Motion carried.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 442 be immediately messaged to the Senate. Granted.

Assembly Bill 546
Relating to: an addition to the 2011–13 Authorized State Building Program.

Representative Suder asked unanimous consent that Assembly Bill 546 be laid on the table. Granted.

Senate Bill 153
Relating to: permitting governmental employers who are not participating employers in the Wisconsin Retirement System to be covered in the local government health insurance plan offered by the group insurance board.

The question was: Shall Senate Bill 153 be ordered to a third reading?

Motion carried.

Representative Knodl asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 153 be given a third reading.

Representative C. Taylor objected.

Representative Knodl moved that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 153 be given a third reading.

The question was: Shall the rules be suspended and Senate Bill 153 be given a third reading?

The roll was taken.

The result follows:


Noes – Representatives Barca, Berceau, Bernard Schaber, Bewley, Billings, Clark, Danou, Doyle, Fields, Hebl, Hintz,

Absent or not voting – Representatives E. Coggs, D. Cullen, Grigsby, Milroy and Steinbrink – 5.

Motion failed.

**Senate Bill 284**

Relating to: affecting various provisions of the statutes to correct errors and reconcile conflicts (Corrections Bill).

The question was: Shall Senate Bill 284 be ordered to a third reading?

Motion carried.

Representative Knodl asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 284 be given a third reading. Granted.

The question was: Senate Bill 284 having been read three times, shall the bill be concurred in?

Motion carried.

Representative Knodl asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 284 be immediately messaged to the Senate. Granted.

**Senate Bill 285**

Relating to: affecting various provisions of the statutes to correct errors and reconcile conflicts (Corrections Bill).

The question was: Shall Senate Bill 285 be ordered to a third reading?

Motion carried.

Representative Knodl asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 285 be given a third reading. Granted.

The question was: Senate Bill 285 having been read three times, shall the bill be concurred in?

Motion carried.

Representative Knodl asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 285 be immediately messaged to the Senate. Granted.

**Senate Bill 286**

Relating to: revising various provisions of the statutes for the purpose of supplying omissions and eliminating defects (Correction Bill).

The question was: Shall Senate Bill 286 be ordered to a third reading?

Motion carried.

Representative Knodl asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 286 be given a third reading. Granted.

The question was: Senate Bill 286 having been read three times, shall the bill be concurred in?

Motion carried.

Representative Knodl asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 286 be immediately messaged to the Senate. Granted.

**Senate Bill 287**

Relating to: affecting various provisions of the statutes to correct errors and reconcile conflicts (Correction Bill).

The question was: Shall Senate Bill 287 be ordered to a third reading?

Motion carried.

Representative Knodl asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 287 be given a third reading. Granted.

The question was: Senate Bill 287 having been read three times, shall the bill be concurred in?

Motion carried.

Representative Knodl asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 287 be immediately messaged to the Senate. Granted.

**Senate Bill 330**

Relating to: limitations on the issuance of a certificate of title for a motor vehicle involved in certain operating while intoxicated offenses, technical changes that affect the period of revocation of a person’s operating privilege, vehicle and insurance registration for motor carriers operating in multiple jurisdictions, and vehicle identification numbers assigned by the Department of Transportation (suggested as remedial legislation by the Department of Transportation).

The question was: Shall Senate Bill 330 be ordered to a third reading?

Motion carried.

Representative Knodl asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 330 be given a third reading. Granted.

The question was: Senate Bill 330 having been read three times, shall the bill be concurred in?

Motion carried.

Representative Knodl asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 330 be immediately messaged to the Senate. Granted.

**Senate Bill 341**

Relating to: open doors on authorized emergency vehicles.

The question was: Shall Senate Bill 341 be ordered to a third reading?

Motion carried.

Representative Knodl asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 341 be given a third reading. Granted.
The question was: Senate Bill 341 having been read three times, shall the bill be concurred in?

Motion carried.

Representative Knodl asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 341 be immediately messaged to the Senate. Granted.

Senate Bill 349
Relating to: the confidentiality of information related to exemptions from the requirement to register livestock premises; membership of county land conservation committees; vehicle scale operators; and changing a reporting requirement for pesticide sales (suggested as remedial legislation by the Department of Agriculture, Trade and Consumer Protection).

The question was: Shall Senate Bill 349 be ordered to a third reading?

Motion carried.

Representative Knodl asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 349 be given a third reading. Granted.

The question was: Senate Bill 349 having been read three times, shall the bill be concurred in?

Motion carried.

Representative Knodl asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 349 be immediately messaged to the Senate. Granted.

Senate Bill 413
Relating to: calculation of creditable military service and treatment of differential wage payments for benefits purposes for participants in the Wisconsin Retirement System.

The question was: Shall Senate Bill 413 be ordered to a third reading?

Motion carried.

Representative Knodl asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 413 be given a third reading. Granted.

The question was: Senate Bill 413 having been read three times, shall the bill be concurred in?

Motion carried.

Representative Knodl asked unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and that Senate Bill 413 be immediately messaged to the Senate. Granted.

Representative Bewley asked unanimous consent to be made a coauthor of Assembly Bill 565. Granted.

Representative Pasch asked unanimous consent to be made a coauthor of Assembly Bill 198. Granted.

VISITORS
During today’s session, the following visitors honored the Assembly by their presence and were welcomed by the presiding officer and the members:

Jimmie Blanchard, guest of Representative A. Ott.
Doris Bass, guest of Representative A. Ott.
Kaitlyn Lapp, guest of Representative A. Ott.
Sarah Laufenberg, guest of Representative A. Ott.
David Hughes from Cambria, guest of Representative Ripp.
Phyllis Price from Poynette, guest of Representative Ripp.
Students from the Rascals and Rockers Christian Day School in Cambria, guests of Representative Ripp.
4-H Leader Lori Ripp, guest of Representative Ballweg.
Cooperative Extension Master Gardeners and 4-H members from Sun Prairie and Mazomanie, guests of Representative Ballweg.
Ms. Tenzin Chodon Phunkyi and her fiance Mr. Phuntsok Wangdi Bhutia who is visiting from India, guests of Representative Hulsey. Ms. Phunkyi is the daughter of Assembly Sergeant-at-Arms staff member, Sherab Phunkyi.
Maggie Ray, guest and intern of Representative Sinicki.
Tom and Pam Robson from the Town of Lewiston, guests of Representative Clark.
Students from the Milwaukee Lutheran High School, guests of Representatives Kessler, Fields and Pridemore.
Gabrielle Bronstein, guest and intern of Representative Roys.
Geoffrey Cubbage, guest and intern of Representative Roys.
Tyler Brossard, guest and intern of Representative Molepske Jr.
Caitlin Holzem, guest and intern of Representative Richards.
Austin Mueller, Senate Scholar Program Participant from Chilton High School, guest of Representative Kestell.
Gabriela Gagula, Senate Scholar Program Participant from Beloit-Turner High School, guest of Representative Wynn.
Shane Kieffer, Senate Scholar Program Participant from Dodgeville, guest of Representative Marklein.
Eric Cisler, Senate Scholar Program Participant from Menomonie Falls, guest of Representative Knodl.
Amy Regner, Senate Scholar Program Participant, guest of Representative Kuglitsch.
Benjamin Forster, Senate Scholar Program Participant from Stevens Point Area Senior High School, guest of Representative Molepske Jr.
Sean Hoey, Senate Scholar Program Participant from Monona Grove High School, guest of Representative Hebl.

Madeleine Meyer, Senate Scholar Program Participant from Osseo-Franklin High School, guest of Representative Radcliffe.

Kelsey Mullins, Senate Scholar Program Participant from Verona Area High School, guest of Representative Pope-Roberts.

Justin Park, Senate Scholar Program Participant from Franklin, guest of Representative Stone.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Representative Pasch asked unanimous consent that the Assembly adjourn in honor of Dr. Marvin Wagner, on the occasion of his 93rd birthday. Granted.

Representative Clark asked unanimous consent that the Assembly adjourn in honor of Teagan Marti, the young woman who survived a 100 foot fall from a Wisconsin Dells amusement park ride in 2010. Granted.

Representative Marklein asked unanimous consent that the Assembly adjourn in honor of Assembly Chief Clerk Patrick Fuller, on the occasion of his birthday. Granted.

Representative Seidel asked unanimous consent that the Assembly adjourn in honor of her husband Andy Benedetto, on the occasion of his 64th birthday. Granted.

Representative Sinicki asked unanimous consent that the Assembly adjourn in honor of the birth of her grandniece, Natalie Lora Lawler. Granted.

Representative Pope-Roberts asked unanimous consent that the Assembly adjourn in honor of former State Representative Terry Van Akkeren, upon his election as Mayor of Sheboygan. Granted.

Representative Bewley asked unanimous consent that the Assembly adjourn in honor of the Superior Days Delegation. Granted.

Representative Hulsey asked unanimous consent that the Assembly adjourn in honor of Earl Thayer, on the occasion of his 90th birthday. Granted.

Representative Molepske Jr. asked unanimous consent that the Assembly adjourn in honor of his nephew, Jonathan Louis Wittwer, on the occasion of his baptism at St. Hedwigs Church in Milwaukee. Granted.

Representative Hebl asked unanimous consent that the Assembly adjourn in honor of his son Andrew Hebl, on the occasion of his 30th birthday. Granted.

Representative Hebl asked unanimous consent that the Assembly adjourn in honor of his son Andrew and daughter-in-law Rita, on the occasion of the birth of their son Lucas Silva Hebl on January 30th. Granted.

Representative Hebl asked unanimous consent that the Assembly adjourn in honor of Leo Wherley from Sun Prairie, on the occasion of this 70th birthday. Granted.

Representative Hebl asked unanimous consent that the Assembly adjourn in honor of Patrick March Middle School in Sun Prairie which was recently named the 2011-2012 Wisconsin Middle School of Excellence. Granted.

Representative Hebl asked unanimous consent that the Assembly adjourn in honor of Lori Nahirniak, Choir Director at Monona Grove, who was recently chosen as News Channel 3000’s Topnotch Teacher for February. Granted.

Representative Hebl asked unanimous consent that the Assembly adjourn in honor of Senior Master Sergeant Michael Albright from Sun Prairie, who retired from the Air Force after 32 years of service. Granted.

ADJOURNMENT

Representative Suder moved that the Assembly stand adjourned until 10:00 A.M. on Thursday, February 23.

The question was: Shall the Assembly stand adjourned?

Motion carried.

The Assembly stood adjourned.

10:58 P.M.